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ILOVEPARQUET   EDITORIAL

DESPITE ALL

It is difficult in the world we live in to look to the future 
with hope and joy. The news coming from the various 
parts of our ‘global world’ are so serious and a source 
of anxiety: wars that seem ot to have possibility of 
immediate solutions, political tensions and the great 
fear of a return to the dark days of terrorism.

All this is true. But we, this is the world we live in. We 
cannot dream of Arcadia while we struggle every day 
to keep our job, to trying to build a possible world 
for our children. Our convinction is that we have no 
longer certainties. So what can help us to live and 
our children to mature is the awareness of the world 
‘outside’ and the construction of an inner world. A 
world that does not exclude reality, but it interprets 
and lives with the commitment, tenacity and joy to 
appreciate the small and big things.

You do not become great because the calendar marks 
the days going by, you grow up trying to be better, to 
understand more, to love ourselves and the others. 
With a smile. And maybe thinking of Rudyard Kipling: 

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,   
Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run,   
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,   
And—which is more—you’ll be a Man, my son!

FEDERICA FIORELLINI
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The largest 
contiguous forest 
concession in the 
tropics is now 
certified by FSC
Industrie Forestière d’Ouesso (IFO), 
which operates as a subsidiary of 
hardwood company Danzer in the 
Republic of Congo, received the 
Forest Management and Chain 
of Custody certificates at the end 
of 2014, following a successful 
independent evaluation.
The IFO concession covers 1.16 
million hectares. This brings the 
total FSC-certified area in the 
Republic of Congo to 1.7 million 
hectaes and to 4.8 million hectares 
in the entire Congo Basin.
FSC-certified concessions currently 
represent about 10% of all logging 
concessions in the Congo Basin. 
WWF strongly encourages other 
companies in the region to follow 
IFO’s good example and get their 
operations FSC certified.
The IFO concession is home to more 
than 5,000 people, of whom about 
40% are indigenous, semi-nomadic.

Kährs Group acquires part of Croatian 
Pozgaj Flooring

ILPNEWSPeople, circumstances, and stories from the world of parquet
IL

PN
EW
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Wooden floor 
in Abu Dhabi

Arab Carpet Expo and its 
incorporated events Arab 
Flooring Expo, Yarn & Fiber Expo 
and the International Green 
Carpet & Flooring Conference 
have the objective of providing a 
world-class international event in 
the symbolic city of Abu Dhabi at 
the award-winning ADNEC venue. 
Abu Dhabi is the symbolic and 
chosen city for this event due to 
the presence of the Sheikh Zayed 
Grand Mosque which owns the 
world’s largest hand-made carpet 

and has world-class flooring.
These events aims to make Abu 
Dhabi the hub of Carpet and 
Flooring in the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA) region by 
providing a platform for the 
world’s very best to showcase 
their products, services, 
technologies and innovations 
every year starting with this first 
edition in 2015. 
Arab Carpet Expo, Arab Flooring 
Expo, Yarn & Fiber Expo and the 
International Green Carpet & 
Flooring Conference are events 
that provide an international 
business platform connecting 

the pivotal Carpet and Flooring 
segment of the Construction 
Industry to investors and 
buyers from the public and 
private sector. These Events will 
present the Carpet and Flooring 
industry stakeholders with a 
unique opportunity to meet 
with their customers, peers, 
competitors and partners to 
exchange information, share best 
practices and form new business 
partnerships to better serve their 
business and their markets.
For more information: 
www.arabcarpetexpo.com

Kährs Group, a Swedish world 
leading wood and resilient 
flooring manufacturer, today 
announces it acquires part of 
recently formed Croatian Pozgaj 
Flooring to strengthen the supply 
footprint. 
The acquisition adds own 
production of wood flooring near 
the important Central European 
market and supply of the high-
quality Croatian oak to the 
Group.
Pozgaj has a quality profile 
that fits well with Kährs Group 
and is a strategic complement 
through the company’s 
location in Southeast Europe. 
Pozgaj Flooring, which was 
previously part of Pozgaj Group, 
manufactures wood flooring 
including saw mill operations.
“This partnership is a further step 
to develop Kährs Group and to 
strengthen our market position in 
Central Europe - says president 

and CEO Christer Persson -. It 
also means we can better serve 
our customers in Central Europe 
by moving production closer 
to them, meeting the strong 
demand for our 2-layer wood 
floors”.
Through the acquisition, Kährs 
Group becomes a minority owner 
in Pozgaj Flooring with an option 
to acquire the remaining shares.

21 March: International Day of Forests

21 March has been proclaimed the International Day of 
Forests (IDF) by the United Nations General Assembly. On 
each International Day of Forests, countries are encouraged to 
undertake local, national and international efforts to organize 
activities involving forests and trees, such as tree planting 
campaigns, to celebrate and raise awareness of the importance 
of these ecosystems.
Forests | Climate | Change will be the subject of the 2015 
International Day of Forests, which aims to highlight the role of 
forests in fighting climate change.
In order to promote the IDF a range of different material 
(including a logo, video, posters, banners) has been developed 
by FAO. You can use it to spread the word about the 2015 IDF 
and encourage global support for greater action in combating 
climate change. 
This material can be found and downloaded from this link: 
www.fao.org/forestry/international-day-of-forests/en/

Featuring flooring in Dubai

Middle East Covering, the exclusive contract business flooring 
and wall covering B2B exhibition in the MENA region, will 
officially open its doors on May 18-21, 2015 at the Dubai World 
Trade Centre, Dubai. The show will offer an exclusive platform to 
facilitate an estimated USD 1.6 trillion worth of interior decoration 
construction projects across the MENA region.
“Dmg events is extremely excited to introduce Middle East 
Covering,” said Yan Wang, Event Manager. “With our combined 50 
years experience in organizing MENA region’s largest construction 
and interior design exhibitions, Big5 and INDEX, this new 
specialized trade show will provide more cutting edge solutions 
and cater to the requirements of any building project and design 
specialty be it for hospitality, healthcare, residential, office, retail, 
recreation or sports projects”.
Middle East Covering 2015 will showcase a complete line of 
handmade and machine-made carpets; textile and resilient 
floor coverings; parquet and wooden flooring; laminates; sports 
arena flooring; application technologies; wall coating, wall 
covering materials and all type of surface covering materials. The 
exhibition will attracts key industry players such as wholesalers 
and retailers of floor coverings, decision makers in the MENA 
contracting business, project planners, architects, interior 
designers, contractors, project planners, and floor fitters.

18 - 21 March 2015
Milan (Italy)
MADE expo
www.madeexpo.it

14 - 17 April 2015
Orlando
Coverings’15
www.coverings.com

21 - 25 April 2015
Istanbul
Turkeybuild
www.yapifuari.com

April 28 - May 1 2015
St. Louis
Wood Flooring Expo
www.nwfaexpo.org

18 - 22 May 2015
Barcelona
Construmat
www.construmat.com

23 - 26 November 2015
Dubai
The big 5
www.thebig5.ae

18 - 21 May 2015
Dubai
Middle East Covering 
www.middleeastcovering.com 

1 - 3 October 2015
Abu Dhabi
Arab Flooring Expo
www.arabcarpetexpo.com

19- 22 January 2016
Las Vegas (USA)
Surfaces
www.tisewest.com

Agenda
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ILOVEPARQUET TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

 

pronounce!).  Therefore in all 
cases commercial names are 
used by which manufacturers 
identify the specific qualities 
of the wood and their own 
particular products.
Nevertheless, to operate 
correctly, there are technical 
norms of reference UNI EN 
13556 Roundwood and cut 
wood - names of woods used 
in Europe, which contain a 
list of broadleaf and conifer 
woods which are commer-
cially used in our continent.
The norms show the com-
mercial names of the types 
of wood in Italian, English, 
French and German and also 
highlight species which are 
prohibited according to Ap-
pendix 1 of the International 
Business Agreement on spe-
cies at risk of extinction.  The 
norms also give the regions 
of origin.
It may be useful, in the con-
text of working correctly, to 
know the exact definition 
of ‘parquet for internal use’.  
This is contained in the termi-
nology norm UNI EN 13756.   
This is a technical norm, not a 
legislative one.  In it, parquet 
for internal use is defined as 
“wooden flooring with an up-
per layer minimum thickness 
of 2.5 mm before being laid” 
(upper layer means the layer 
of genuine wood).

Since man first appea-
red on the Earth, he has 
been using trees and 

their wood to survive.  Ori-
ginally, the forests offered 
protection and sustenance 
from their fruits.  Then, man 
learned to cultivate trees, re-
specting the laws of nature, 
to obtain the products whi-
ch were becoming more and 
more indispensable.  Wood 
provided man with tools, he-
ating, cooking and shelter.
Nowadays we can easily ap-
preciate the beauty of wood 
and its usefulness, but it is 
equally important to know or 
remember its traditions: whi-
ch type to use for strong han-
dles on equipment, which to 
use for building long-lasting 
homes or boats, how eighte-
enth century craftsmen ma-
naged to produce veneer and 
inlay work.
Much of our current know-
ledge about techniques for 
working with wood is based 
on centuries of experience of 
high level craftsmen.  Unfor-
tunately, some applications 
have been lost forever or 
been overtaken by the use of 
new materials, methods and 
systems.
One consideration however, 
which we cannot and must 
not neglect, is the inesti-
mable worth wood has for us 
in that it is a resource which 

we can renew.
As Hofmann, a renowned fo-
rest expert, says, a forest whi-
ch has been well designed for 
the purpose of commercial 
use is also one which meets 
recreational and environ-
mental needs.
We must never forget that 
the fundamental purpose of 
a forest is to protect the soil, 
especially on hills.  The trees 
control the flow of water and 
thus stabilize the slopes.  But 
this only happens when the 
forest is managed with con-
tinuity and a long-term out-
look. Abandoning a forest to 
itself after years of “cultiva-
tion”, is to noticeably increa-
se the incidence of rockfalls, 
landslides and floods, espe-
cially in hilly or mountainous 
areas.  For this reason, while 
trying to protect the forma-
tion of natural vegetal areas, 
principally represented to-
day by the great tropical fore-
sts, and keep them intact, we 
must at the same time, keep 
on creating new plantations 
and managing existing fore-
sts without being afraid to 
use their wood commercially. 

NAMES OF DIFFERENT 
WOODS USED IN EUROPE
Scientifically, wood is iden-
tified by its botanical name.  
However, this is often difficult 
to understand (and even to 
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THE MAIN 
SPECIES 
OF WOOD 
USED FOR 
PARQUET

Maple, afrormosia, oak (the most used species in recent 
years), wengé - we offer you a wide range of the woods 
most often used in the flooring sector along with their 
source, scientific name and commercial name
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

English name: ROCK MAPLE
Botanical name Acer saccharum Marsh.
Source: North America
French name: érable d’Amérique
Italian name: Acero americano
German name: Zuckerahorn
Other commercial name: -

English name: SYCAMORE
Botanical name Acer pseudoplatanus L.
Source: Europe
French name: érable sycomore
Italian name: Acero montano
German name: Bergahorn
Other commercial name: -

English name: AFRORMOSIA
Botanical name Pericopsis elata (Harms) van Meeuwen
Source: Africa
French name: afrormosia
Italian name: Afrormosia
German name: Afrormosia
Other commercial name: Afrormosia

English name: BALSAMO
Botanical name Myroxylon spp., principali M. balsamum (L.) Harms
Source: North America
French name: balsamo
Italian name: Balsamo
German name: Bálsamo
Other commercial name: Cabreuva

English name: EUROPEAN CHERRY
Botanical name Prunus avium L.
Source: Europe
French name: merisier
Italian name: Ciliegio
German name: Kirschbaum
Other commercial name: -

http://www.aliparquet.com
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

English name: AMERICAN CHERRY
Botanical name Prunus serotina Ehrh.
Source: North America
French name: Merisier d’Amérique
Italian name: Ciliegio americano
German name: Amerikanischer Kirschbaum
Other commercial name: -

English name: COURBARIL
Botanical name Hymenaea courbaril L.
Source: Central and South America
French name: courbaril
Italian name: Courbaril
German name: Courbaril
Other commercial name: Jatoba

English name: AFZELIA
Botanical name Afzelia spp., inc. A. africana Smith ex Pers., A. bipindensis 

Source: Africa
French name: doussié
Italian name: Doussié 
German name: Afzelia
Other commercial name: -

English name: EUROPEAN BEECH
Botanical name Fagus sylvatica L.
Source: Europe
French name: hêtre
Italian name: Faggio
German name: Buche
Other commercial name: -

English name: EUROPEAN ASH
Botanical name Fraxinus excelsior L.
Source: Europa
French name: frêne commun
Italian name: Frassino
German name: Esche
Other commercial name: -

http://www.cadoringroup.it
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English name: PAU MARFIM
Botanical name Balfourodendron riedelianum (Engl.) Engl.
Source: South America
French name: guatambu
Italian name: Guatambù
German name: Guatambu
Other commercial name: -

English name: IPÉ
Botanical name Tabebuia spp., principali - T. serratifolia (Vahl) Nicholson
Source: South America
French name: ipé
Italian name: Ipé
German name: Ipé
Other commercial name: Lapacho

English name: IROKO
Botanical name Milicia excelsa (Welw.) C.C. Berg, M. regia (A. Chev.) C.C. 
Source: Africa
French name: iroko
Italian name: Iroko
German name: Iroko
Other commercial name: -

English name: EUROPEAN LARCH
Botanical name Larix decidua Mill.
Source: Europe
French name: mélèze d’Europe
Italian name: Larice
German name: Lärche
Other commercial name: -

English name: MERBAU
Botanical name Intsia bijuga (Colebr.) O. Ktze., I. palembanica Miq.
Source: Asia
French name: merbau
Italian name: Merbau
German name: merbau
Other commercial name: -

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

http://www.friulparchet.eu
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English name: MUTÉNYÉ
Botanical name Guibourtia arnoldiana (De Wild. & Th. Dur.) J. Léon.
Source: Africa
French name: mutényé
Italian name: Mutenye
German name: Mutényé
Other commercial name: -

English name: EUROPEAN WALNUT
Botanical name Juglans regia L.
Source: Europe
French name: noyer
Italian name: Noce
German name: Nussbaum
Other commercial name: -

English name: EUROPEAN OLIVE
Botanical name Olea europaea L.
Source: Europe
French name: olivier
Italian name: Olivo
German name: Olive
Other commercial name: -

English name: AFRICAN PADAUK
Botanical name Pterocarpus soyauxii Taub., P.osun Craib
Source: Africa
French name: padouk d’Afrique
Italian name: Padouk africano
German name: Afrikanisches Padouk
Other commercial name: -

English name: PANGA PANGA
Botanical name Millettia stuhlmannii Taub
Source: Africa
French name: panga panga
Italian name: Panga panga
German name: Panga panga
Other commercial name: -

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

http://www.woodco.it
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English name: EUROPEAN OAK
Botanical name Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl., Q. robur L.
Source: Europe
French name: chêne blanc
Italian name: Rovere
German name: Eiche
Other commercial name: farnia - quercia

English name: SUCUPIRA
Botanical name Bowdichia spp., principali, B. nitida Benth., Diplotropis 

Source: South America 
French name: SUCUPIRA
Italian name: sucupira
German name: Sucupira
Other commercial name: -

English name: TEAK
Botanical name Tectona grandis L.f.
Source: Asia
French name: teck
Italian name: Teck
German name: Teak
Other commercial name: teak

English name: WENGÉ
Botanical name Millettia laurentii De Wild.
Source: Africa
French name: wengé
Italian name: Wenge
German name: Wengé
Other commercial name: -

English name: JEQUITIBA
Botanical name Cariniana spp., principali C. legalis (Mart.) O. Ktze.
Source: South America
French name: jequitiba
Italian name: Jequitibà rosa
German name: Jequitibá
Other commercial name: Yesquero

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

http://www.adesiv.it


1. CAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR 
COMPANY IN ABOUT 20 WORDS?

2. WHAT’S YOUR ‘CORE BUSINESS’?
3. WHAT’S YOUR STRONG POINT?
4. WHAT’S YOUR MOST IMPORTANT 

PRODUCT?
5. WHAT’S YOUR EXPORT 

PERCENTAGE?  WHICH COUNTRIES 
DO YOU MAINLY EXPORT TO?

ILOVEPARQUET
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ITALIAN
PORTRAITS

Even in the 
extremely specialised 
sector of wood 
flooring, ‘made 
in Italy’ products 
stand out worldwide. 
The credit goes 
mostly to the 
Italian players.

Quality, design, 
tradition, 
non-industrial 
production 
processes, respect 
for wood, service: 
a “success mix” 
for italian products.
Five questions 
for 34 protagonists.

1.	 	Ali	produces	high	quality	pre-finished	solid	
wood	parquet	in	many	different	kinds	of	
wood,	various	finishes	and	treatments	
as well as special complements and 
decorations. All with an outstanding 
machining quality. In a few words unique 
products…

ALI

Nicola Mularoni, Sales Director

1. This Italian company has been producing 
adhesives and varnishes for laying parquet 
flooring	since	1971.		For	some	years	it	has	
also been producing raw materials for 
various industrial and chemical sectors.

2. It produces primers for cement foundations, 
adhesives and varnishes for…

ADESIV

Enrico Passerini (left), Export Manager, 
and Filippo Dal Ponte, Owner

http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5194
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5174


1.	 Bolzan	has	been	able	to	continue	taking	
particular care of the details and of the 
precious treatments. It has been able reach 
an	important	international	level	thanks	to	its	
great experience in the production of solid 
parquet	and	to	its	capability		to	offer	all	its	
products respecting quality, the set…

1. CEFLA Finishing Group is the worldwide 
leader	in	finishing,	decorating,	printing	
of wooden products and its derivatives - 
designs	and	manufactures	turnkey	systems	
for the wood , plastic, metal and composite 
materials,	market.

2. Our Customers range from famous…

1. More than 80 years of activity have made 
BRUNO	Parquet	a	high	qualified	and	
professional company, dedicated to the 
production and sales of traditional, pre-
finished	and	outdoor	wooden	floor

2.		 Production	and	sales	of	wooden	floors…

BOLZAN CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

BRUNO

Giorgio Bolzan, Manager

Marco Bruno (left), CEO and Guido 
Bessone, Sales Director

ILOVEPARQUET
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1.	 Our	company	work	in	the	wood	industry	for	
two hundred years. 

2.	 We	produce	engineered	woodfloor	2-3	
layers.

3.	 Our	core	strenght	is	to	diversify	our	product	
from the competitors and we have the ability 
to understand the needs of costumers…

1. We can resume Carver in one word: 
innovation. Carver has  a long tradition, but 
we do want to have a long future. That’s 
the	reason	we	are	putting	all	our	efforts	in	
research and development. And that is what 
our	clients	like	the	most	in	Carver…

BASSANO PARQUET CARVER

Marina Salon,  Manager

1.	 	A	company	named	after	the	family	who	
started	it	and	known	for	its	reliability,	
passion,	enthusiasm	and	craft	skills.

2.	 It	has	always	been	known	as	a	company	
which produces high quality Italian parquet.  
Flooring with two or three layers which 
guarantee maximum stability and…

1) It is a small artisan manufacturing company 
focused	on	craftsmanship	and	constantly	
pursuing high quality, with a past history in 
the import and distribution of timber and 
a	present	as	hardwood-flooring	producer.	
It	currently	employs	20	specialized	workers	
and some trusted collaborators

CADORIN GROUP CIAMBELLA LEGNAMI

Rita Cadorin, Marketing and 
Development Manager Giuseppe Ciambella, Manager

Roberto Bolognini, Sales Manager

1.	 Chimiver	Panseri	spa,	since	1965,	is	
the leading Italian manufacturer of 
“outstanding quality” adhesives, lacquers, 
oils, primers, care-maintenance line for 
indoor	and	outdoor	wooden	flooring.

2. Everything is needed for the wooden 
flooring,	from	the	installation	to…

CHIMIVER PANSERI

Nevio Panseri, Managing Director

Alberto Monferini, Export Manager and 
Vice President

http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5230
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5233
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5198
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5333
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5243
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5237
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5240
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5337


1. For over thirty years CP Parquet has been 
pursuing beauty in harmony with Nature, 
producing	magnificent	eco-sustainable,	
exquisitely	finished	wooden	flooring	at	the	
top	end	of	the	market.

2. Our three ply boards are distinguished by 
their extra length and width and…

1. Gea Wood is a company which has been 
producing	and	selling	hard	wood	flooring	all	
over Italy for years.

 The principal characteristics of this company 
are:	Quality:	we	only	use	the	finest	quality	
raw	materials	to	make	our	flooring.

 Research: we are constantly sourcing…

1. Foglie d’Oro is now one of the most 
quoted company in the reality of high 
quality	wooden	floor.	It	collaborates	with	
showrooms and design studios in luxury 
projects	all	around	the	world.	These	floors,	
exclusively	made	in	Italy�	can	be	placed	
with great harmony in any setting…

CP PARQUET GEAWOOD

FOGLIE D’ORO

Massimo Gasperini, Manager Luca Campion, Owner

Fabio Brotto, Manager

ILOVEPARQUET
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1) Corà is a company with a long history of 
working	with	wood.		It	has	updated	the	
image of its Parquet Division with the new 
Continuum Floor Collection designed by 
Massimo Broglio.  The collection allows 
wall	to	floor	continuous	installation	
creating monochrome surfaces or ones with 

1. Our company has a young and dynamic 
management team which maintains its 
great	traditions	while	looking	to	the	future	
by investing in technologically advanced 
machinery.

2. High quality production lives up to the name 
of Made in Italy.  From the initial…

CORÀ GARBELOTTO

Ettore Corà, CEO Renza Altoè Garbelotto, CEO

1. Friulparchet has been producing wooden 
flooring	for	nearly	90	years,	including	
made-to-measure	flooring.		We	have	solid	
experience based on our long history of 
tradition	and	innovation.		Hand-crafting	
coupled and technological research provide 
a concrete guarantee of the top quality…

1. For more than forty years IDEL  LEGNO, 
works	with	diligence	and	devotion	to	offer	
its clients a wide range of products that 
meet all requests, with quality materials and 
innovative design solutions, always in line 
with	the	contemporary	market	demands…

FRIULPARCHET IDEAL LEGNO

Elia Bolzan, Owner Sandro Marigo, Owner

1. Giorio is one of the most important Italian 
companies	in	the	wooden	floor	field.	Our	
brand	“Almafloor”	is	known	as	one	of	the	
best	in	the	wooden	floors	market.	We	also	
successfully	work	in	the	market	of	luxury	
furnitures Made in Italy…

GIORIO

Fabrizio Varvello, Export Manager 

http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5246 
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5259
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5249
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5342
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5256
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5252
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5263
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5345


1.	 La	San	Marco	Profili	is	the	expression	of	its	
two generations of management dedicated 
to innovation originated from a continuously 
research into and passion for wood. 

2.	 Nowadays,	the	company	is	a	benchmark	
in	the	Italian	and	foreign	markets	for	the	
supply	of	high	quality	skirting,	as	well	…

1.	 Parkemo	is	a	medium	well-experienced	
company	which	traces	its	origins	in	the	60’s	
years.	Today,	thanks	to	its	own	production	
and a professional sales net, it’s among the 
most popular realities in the parquet sector.

2.	 Parkemo	has	been	one	of	the	Italian	
pioneers	launching	the	wide	plank…

1. Randa Line is one of the Italian leading 
companies in the production of inlaid 
wood	floors.	Thanks	to	the	sophisticated	
technology	and	the	know-how	of	expert	
Italian	artisans	we	can	fulfil	any	kind	of	
request.	Randa	line	inlaid	wooden	floors	are	
100% made in Italy following the…

LA SAN MARCO PROFILI PARKEMO

LASER SERVICE

Pierdomenico Antiga, Manager Marvi Zanol, Owner

Dante Favero, Owner
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1.	 Kerakoll	is	the	first	company	in	the	world	
to	offer	a	comprehensive	package	of	
GreenBuilding materials and services to 
build and live in healthy homes that won’t 
harm the environment.

2.	 With	over	1,700	eco-friendly	Kerakoll	is	the	
leading manufacturer of green materials…

1. Listone Giordano is synonymous worldwide 
with excellence in premium engineered 
hardwood	flooring.		This	recognition	
has been built over many years and is 
strengthened daily by the dedication and 
enthusiasm	of	all	the	people	who	work	to	
create	this	product.	It	was	1983…

KERAKOLL LISTONE GIORDANO

Gian Luca Sghedoni, CEO Andrea Margaritelli, Sales Director

1. Lignum Venetia is a young company which 
produces	wood	flooring	guaranteed	100%	
Made in Italy.  It can be recognized by its 
hand-crafted	work	and	by	the	exclusive	use	
of natural oils which respect nature and 
mankind.

2.	 3	layer	crossed	counterbalanced	wood…

1.	 Progress	Profiles,	Italian	leader	maker	of	
technical	and	decorative	finishing	profiles,	
produces	more	than	12.500	different	items,	
in stainless steel, aluminum, brass, PVC and 
real	wood	and	it	can	offer	excellent	solutions	
to satisfy the most exigent clients.

2.	 Progress	Profiles	offers	to	the	world…

LIGNUM VENETIA PROGRESS PROFILES

Daniela Rosa Gobbo, Owner Dennis Bordin, Owner

1.	 Parquet	Sartoriale	means	“Taylor	floor”:	we	
don’t	have	stock	of	finished	wood	floor	but	
only	oak	boards	of	any	size	and	tickness	and	
we	finish	under	speciafical	request	of	our	
dealer, architect and customers. We treat 
and	sell	only	French	and	Italian	oak.	Our	
production is a mix of hand made…

PARQUET SARTORIALE

Andrea Paoloni, Owner

http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5271
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5288
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5274 
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5267
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5285
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5278
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5297
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5294


1.	 Born	in	1992	SKEMA	was	the	only	Italian	
company specialized in the production of 
pre-finished	floating	laminated	floorings	
with	HDF	base	support.	Today	SKEMA	offers	
a complete range of covering systems  for 
residential,	commercial,	office	and	
hospitality environments. The…

1. Innovation, quality, safety, sustainability are 
the	key	words	Tover	based	its	philosophy	on	
since its foundation twenty years ago and 
is now of the major Italian manufacturers 
of	chemicals	for	the	laying,	finishing	and	
cleaning	of	wooden	floorings.

2.	 Chemicals	for	the	laying,	finishing	and…

1.  Solas is the Italian leader in the production 
of natural paints.

 Its products are made with vegetable and 
minerals raw materials and contain no 
petrochemical derivatives.

2.	 The	company	offers	a	full	range	of	products	
for coating, treatment and maintenance…

SKEMA TOVER

SOLAS

Domenico Barabas, Owner
Marie-Claude Conversy, Export 
Department

Vittorio Tamburrini, Manager
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1.	 With	our	activity	began	in	1987,	the	aim	of	
Recoll is to produce the best adhesives and 
paints	mainly	used	for	wood	floorings	with	
advanced technologies.

 Over the last ten years our company has 
quickly	turned	into	one	of	the	leading	
companies	for	this	activity	field…

1.  Global acoustic solutions and products: 
we have a global competence on acoustics 
systems and a complete range of products, 
standard or “tailor made”.

2. Isolmant has been a successful player in 
the	construction	market	since	1976,	initially	
offering	soundproofing	products	and	…

RECOLL TECNASFALTI-ISOLMANT

Claudio Tasca, Owner Eugenio Canni Ferrari, CEO 

1.	 Stile	is	the	company	that	for	50	years	
produces	wooden	floors,	with	a	great	
attention to the quality and choice of 
materials	and	finishes.

2.	 Production	and	sales	of	wooden	floors.
3.	 The	quality	of	the	product	made	in	Italy,	the	

transparency of the processes…

1. Woodco is a dynamic and well-established 
company	thanks	to	the	constant	attention	
it	pays	to	new	market	trends	and	the	way	
it	works	closely	with	clients	to	meet	their	
needs for products, services and guaranteed 
quality.

2. We produce and sell two- or three-layer…

STILE WOODCO

Raffaela Onofri, Sales Manager Italy Gian Luca Vialardi, General Manager

1. Vermeister S.p.A. manufactures wood 
floor	solutions	such	as	finishes,	sealers,	
adhesives, cleaning/maintenance products 
and industrial coatings.

2. Vermeister has become more and more 
committed over the years to carrying out 
research and developing products that…

VERMEISTER

Silvano Arzuffi, CEO

http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5304
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5316
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5307
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5300
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5330
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5312
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5323
http://www.iloveparquet.com/?p=5320
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ILOVEPARQUET HANDSOME HOMES

In Palmanova, a fortress town 
and Italian monument, parquet 
is being used to restore an 
eighteenth century building

A STELLAR  LAYOUT
TEXT

ANNA BARONI
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make the entrance to the 
town even more secure.
In the centre of Palmanova 
(which still has all the 
houses and buildings 
dating from the Napoleonic 
and Venetian eras), a 
couple of metres from 
the main piazza, is the 
apartment which we are 
talking about.  It has been 

Palmanova is an 
original Italian town 
in the province of 

Udine (in Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia).  It has been a 
national monument  since 
1960.  It is a fortified town 
built by the Venetians 
in 1593 and called the 
star town because of its 
polygonal layout in the 

recently restored and is 
inside a historic eighteenth 
century building.  Once 
you enter the apartment, 
you are in a serene, 
relaxed atmosphere.  The 
furniture is elegant and 
functional and at the same 
time informal.  Clean, 
straight lines are matched 
with warm materials, in 

shape of a nine-pointed 
star.
As well as its very special 
layout, the town has 
another particularity 
in that it can only be 
entered through the 
three Porte Monumentali 
(Monumental gates) 
(attributed to the architect 
Vincenzo Scamozzi).  These 

particular wood.  There are 
restored wooden beams 
and the wood flooring.
The chief characteristic: 
parquet flooring.  Large 
oak boards with a brushed 
finish, dove-coloured for 
the day areas (living and 
dining rooms) and with a 
natural oiled finish for the 
night and relaxing areas.

are the only buildings 
which can be seen from 
outside the Fortress and 
they still preserve some of 
the original architectural 
features.
Interesting features: two 
heavy iron racks (now 
placed in the piazza under 
the Loggia) and four larch 
doors with metal studs 

ILOVEPARQUET HANDSOME HOMES
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The story of 
Friulparchet starts 
in 1927 (this year 
they are celebrating 
their 88th 
anniversary) and 
it is the story of a 
family who, for four 
generations, have 
dedicated their 
lives to discovering 
all the secrets of 
working with wood 
and manufacturing 
parquet.
The apartment 
in question is 15 
kilometres from the 
company factory  
which for four 
generations has 
been linked to local 
traditions.
The parquet laid 
is part of the Gran 
Tavolato Friulano 
collection.  It is an 
oiled wood, 15 mm 
thick and 240 mm 
wide in lengths 
from 2 to 3 metres. 
Like all Friulparchet 
products, it 
is entirely 
manufactured in 
Italy and finishing is 
done exclusively by 
hand. 

GRAN 
TAVOLATO 
FRIULANO
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Fiat lux
Designers Marcelo Dabini and Nadia Corsaro from Argentina are the 
duo behind WEPLight, a range of flexible wood veneer lights in Ash, 
Gray Oak, Beech and others with varying shapes.
weplight.com

Lavi cruiser
This is a modern must have, 
designed by Gloria Lavi. The 

smooth finish of this sleek 
piece will stun just about 

any nursery room, all while 
maintaing its functionality 

and practicality.
www.gloria-lavi.com

Door mouse
This adorable, squeaky door 

wedge is ideal for keeping 
a door open. Made from 

machined beech
with leather tail.

www.reallywellmade.co.uk

Wearable wood
The texture, properties and appearance of the 

‘wearable wood series’ is handmade from 100% 
wood. The geometric surface design provides 

necassary flexibility and is soft to touch.
www.tesler-mendelovitch.com

Vintage
This indoor table is made from vintage exterior doors. 
These doors are authentic Italian pieces from the end of 
19th century. Each one is made of solid Chestnut wood 
and weighs 40 kg.
www.manoteca.com

ILOVEPARQUET

OH MY

WOOD!
Wood in all its forms:

energy, character, charm

 OH MY WOOD!
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Giulia
This is a rocking horse carved out from a 
single piece of cedar wood so to obtain 
an agile and graceful shape, enriched by 
a leather-covered handle. A little rocking 
horse entirely made of solid wood,with no 
harmful finishes or glues.
www.riva1920.it/en/home/

POH!
Bench or low service table created from 
a patchwork of raw pieces of wood - 
both old and new - assembled on the 
basis of a computer-generated design 
that is then sent to a digitally-controlled 
machine that cuts the forms in three 
dimensions. Each item is unique but 
can be reproduced.
cappellini.it

Hamper
Solid wood takes centre stage in 
this product, inspired by northern 
European style. The visible frame 
consists of fourteen solid wood slats 
in a parallel formation, resembling the 
shape of a hamper. 
www.passoninature.com

http://weplight.com
http://www.gloria-lavi.com
https://reallywellmade.co.uk
http://www.tesler-mendelovitch.com
http://www.manoteca.com
http://www.riva1920.it/en/home/
http://cappellini.it
http://www.passoninature.com


The world’s flagship trade fair 
for carpets and floor coverings 
served once again as the No. 1 

meeting place for a vibrant sector and 
its clientele. Following four action-
packed days, the show’s organizers 
at Deutsche Messe declared a solid 
performance for the event. Its highly 
international mix of exhibitors and 
attendees as well as the success of 
the special Innovations@DOMOTEX 
showcase underscored the tradeshow’s 
reputation as a global magnet for 
decision-makers and a prime venue for 
unveiling new innovations.
“We are delighted with the show’s 
performance. It had everything: a 
highly attractive lineup of exhibitors 
and products, solid attendance figures, 
high-caliber trade visitors, a great many 

innovations and a highly international 
mix of exhibitors and visitors. This is 
something which was immediately 
evident – at every stand, in every hall,” 
said Dr. Jochen Köckler, the Deutsche 
Messe Managing Board member 
in charge of Domotex. “This year’s 
DOMOTEX got international trading off 
to a splendid start, and has given the 
carpets and floor coverings industry 
every reason to be optimistic about the 
year ahead,” he added.
Domotex 2015 attracted some 
40,000 visitors from 100 different 
countries. Total attendance was 
thus slightly higher than for the most 
recent comparable Domotex in 2013. 
The majority of visitors came from 
European Union countries. A significant 
upswing was noted in attendance from 

the Middle East and South, East and 
Central Asia.
This year’s Domotex visitors were also 
highly qualified, with approximately 
90 percent reporting they either 
were buyers or involved in their 
companies’ purchasing decisions, 
and that they had come to Hannover 
with specific investment plans. More 
than 70 percent of all attendees 
were senior executives. The event 
was also a magnet for buyers from 
the interior decorating and furniture 
trades, and attendance on the part 
of skilled tradespeople and retail 
professionals was up over the most 
recent comparable show held in 2013. 
A rise in attendance was also noted 
for architects, interior designers and 
contract business professionals.

Domotex 2015 attracted some 40,000 
visitors from 100 different countries. 

Innovations, inspiration and sales - those 
are the words that best summarize the fair

TEXT
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HANNOVER,
 ANOTHER

 SUCCESFULL
FAIR

INNOVATIONS@DOMOTEX A MAJOR 
ATTRACTION
Following its successful debut last year, 
the Innovations@DOMOTEX showcase 
was a great success again in 2015. One 
of the special highlights consisted of the 
Innovations@DOMOTEX areas, designed as 
a compact and clearly laid-out showcase 
for 70 outstanding innovations in textile 
and resilient floor coverings, parquet and 
laminate flooring, plus contemporary 
handcrafted carpets and rugs. For the 
first time, these three special areas also 
included innovations in application and 
installation products and services.
Also in great demand were the Guided 
Tours, with architectural and interior 
design experts presenting a selection 
of exhibitor innovations, as well as the 
Innovations@DOMOTEX Talks, which 
highlighted key industry issues. Top 
international designers like Stefan Diez, 
Roberto Palomba and Ross Lovegrove 
were on hand to take part in panel 
discussions, lectures and Guided Tours, 
further boosting the status of DOMOTEX 
as a key source of new inspiration for 
architects, designers and planners. In the 
words of Roberto Palomba: “Innovations@
DOMOTEX puts a completely new spin on 
visiting the fair. Attendees not only receive 
welcome support with finding stands of 
interest to them, but are even guided from 
highlight to highlight. At each stand they 
are treated to in-depth explanations and 
demonstrations, enabling them to gather 
a maximum of valuable information in a 
minimum of time.”
The next DOMOTEX runs from 16 to 19 
January 2016.



THE 
EMOTIONS 

IN THE 
FIRST 

PLACE
How to attract 

customers on the site

TEXT

CHIARA 
MERLINI

ILOVEPARQUET  WEB MARKETING

Marketing must 
always to 
understand the 

needs and changes in 
the market. The impact 
of the web has changed 
many settings, expanded 
horizons and evaluated the 
new requirements of the 
customer. 
In creating a page of the 
company often does not 
take into account the 
emotions that must inspire. 
Do you buy only a product, 

but also all that is around 
this. It is true that there 
are products that link 
further on this, and other, 
more technical, in which 
it seems that the impact 
is not so crucial. However, 
the emotion is a factor. 
in any field - you should 
not neglect to get a site 
attractive and effective.
There are models that 
guide the use of the 
‘keys’ emotional: the 
hierarchy of Manslow is a 

LEVEL 1: PHYSIOLOGICAL 
NEEDS 
The most basic human 
needs are physiological, 
which are the fundamental 
requirements for human 
survival. These include 
the need for food, water, 
sleep, sex, homeostasis 
and excretion. Anyone 
who thinks that this issue 
is not relevant to their 
business, and the site must 
be considered that instead 
can always have an impact. 

In short, no matter what 
you’re selling, this level 
of the needs hierarchy is 
all about soothing your 
prospects’ anxiety. 
The central point is: put 
your customer at ease. 
Even if prospects aren’t 
physically in contact with 
your product or service, 
there are simple ways for 
you to set their mind at 
ease. People want to know 
what they’re getting into 
and that any mistake can 

psychological theory of 
human physiology and 
emotional needs written 
by Abraham Maslow in his 
1943 paper ‘The theory of 
human motivation.’ The 
theory, which gives us an 
understanding of what 
motivates us as humans, 
is considered one of the 
cornerstone theories of 
human development and is 
widely used in psychology, 
sociology and 
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always be reversed.
By highlighting product 
features like satisfaction 
guarantees, the ability to 
cancel anytime and lack 
of monthly commitment, 
you reassure visitors that 
they’re not making a risky, 
irreversible decision.

LEVEL 2: SAFETY NEEDS
Maslow’s second level 
of needs is that of 
safety, which is all about 
confidence building on your 
landing page and making 
prospects feel like they can 
trust you.
These emotional triggers 
include (but are not 
limited to) traditional 
forms of social proof 
such as testimonials. Our 
customers need to know 
that they’re making the 
right decision and selecting 
the best company to 
supply them with what 
they need. The suggestion: 
se the bandwagon effect. 
The bandwagon effect 
is a cognitive bias that 
influences us to do (or 
believe) things because 
many other people do the 
same. While some of us 
like to be the first to try 
something new, others 
want to go with products 
that are tried and tested.
You can add an additional 
layer of security and 
stability to your landing 
page by highlighting 
customer testimonials, the 
clients you service or the 
number of customers you 
have. 
And again: show authority. 
Have you done business 
with a well-known 
company? Brag about it.
Show privacy statements: 
users want to know how 
their information will 

be used and shared. If 
you’re collecting personal 
information such as an 
email address, place a 
message directly under 
the field letting users know 
the information will not be 
shared with third parties.
Another way of enhancing 
the sense of safety is to let 
prospects know why you 
need their email address. 
Being transparent with 
your customers gives them 
confidence that you’re 
running a trustworthy 
operation.

LEVEL 3: LOVE AND 
BELONGING NEEDS
The next level talks about 
order needs like love and 
belonging. Among these are 
our needs for community, 
intimacy, friendship and 
family. What is the advice in 
this case? Create a sense of 
community. 
Talia Wolf says: People 
have the basic need to be a 
part of a social community. 
Being part of a community 
makes us feel comfortable 
and it holds us accountable 
for achieving results. When 
designing your landing 
pages, make people feel 
like they’re part of a larger 
picture; create a feeling 
of community with your 
messaging and design.

LEVEL 4: ESTEEM NEEDS
The fourth level of Maslow’s 
hierarchy relates to your 
prospects’ self-esteem, 
confidence and sense of 
achievement. And Wolf: 
“Positively influencing 
these areas may seem like 
a lot to expect out of your 
landing page, but there are 
small things you can do to 
subtly make prospects feel 
better about themselves. 
For starters, you can make 
prospects feel good about 

their purchasing decisions 
and paint a picture of what 
they stand to achieve with 
your help.”
Using messaging that 
demonstrates that you’re 
focused on your visitor’s 
emotional needs makes 
them feel good about 
choosing your product or 
service. By focusing your 
headline and landing page 
design on the customer, 
not the product, you 
demonstrate to prospects 
that you have their best 
interest at heart. This all 
comes back to age-old 
advice of talking about 
benefits, not features.
Highlight the change your 
solution will make in your 
customer’s life and how 
good they will feel about 
themselves after the 
purchase.

LEVEL 5: SELF-
ACTUALIZATION: THE 
CONVERSION
The final level can only 
be reached once all other 
needs have been fulfilled.
Self-actualization – or the 
conversion – is attained 
once the company has 
met customer’s needs 
and has answered all their 
subconscious worries.
Talia Wolf concludes: “If 
you’ve followed the four 
basic emotional needs 
carefully and given special 
attention to the experience 
you provide your 
customers, then this level 
will be fulfilled organically”. 
Good luck to all!
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Different measuring 
techniques

The BL Compact TF-IR unit has 
sensors for surface temperature 
infrared measurements as well as for 
measuring air temperature, and air 
relative humidity.This combination of 
the different measuring techniques 
enables the TF-IR unit to be used for 
quickly and reliably assessing dew point 
undershoots or determining borderline 
conditions on surfaces such as walls, 
ceilings, floors as well as on window or 
door lintels. In addition to displaying 
the measured value, the unit creates an 
audible signal when a critical surface 
temperature is detected.When using 
the unit in due time mould formation 
(fungal growth) may be prevented and 
occurrence of moistening caused by 
condensation may be assessed reliably.
www.gann.de

Opera Prima

Opera Prima Collection, the pride 
and joy of Bassano Parquet that is 
a compendium of the handicraft 
expertise of our company. 3 layer 
wideplank in European Oak rustic 
quality, consists of 6 mm thick 
rounded top layer, birch multilayer 
intermediate layer and bottom layer 6 
mm thick European Oak. The features 
are very irregular hand planing 
on the entire floorboard including 
chamfering, light brushing, filling even 
very evident, the finishing raw effect 
varnished waxed. All finishes shown in 
our catalogue or according to client’s 
sample are possible.
www.bassanoparquet.com

Express yourself

Laser Service and its brand Randa 
Line is a company that has been 

operating for almost 30 years 
specializing in woodwork and 

furnishings  with a special focus on 
inlaid wood floor.

The 2015 Randa Line great 
innovation, is the introduction of 
other  materials such as marble, 

mother of pearl, stones, gems 
and steel  to the wood in order 

to express the best taste and the 
personality  of our customers. The 
gentle combination and the game 
of shades  created by the addition 

of the beautiful wide range of 
marble’s  colours to our precious 

wood species with will make 
your, not just  a floor, but a way to 
express yourself adding value and 

style to  your home enhancing it 
with something unique.

www.randaline.com
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New formula
With the new Bona Decking Oil, 
your outdoor decking receives that 
long lasting protection through 
challenging days of rain, freezing 
snow and scorching sun. The new 
formula, containing very low amount 
of solvents, heavily enhances the 
protection properties. Your deck will 
experience less cracking, increased 
protection against UV bleaching and 
prevention  from water penetrating the 
decking. When adding the excellent 
ease of application and being ready 
in a day, Bona Decking Oil becomes 
your perfect partner for outdoor deck 
protection.
www.bona.com

Salis fuison

Through the word Fusion Salis wants 
to give birth to a new concept of wood 
floors, dedicated to those who feel 
the need to expand their horizons in 
the field of housing. The continuous 
research aimed to gather the styles 
and traditions of other cultures, 
contamination and trends, which 
Salis reinterprets to define a growing 
and original range, in order to offer its 
customers a solution for every need.
Contrasts of color and surfaces are 
characterized by the charm of the 
knots plastered and worked in relief: 
Tesori d’Oriente is the exotic proposal 
for a highly personal style of living, 
projected to a magical world, ideal for 
making our home a dream haven.
www.salis.it

New skirting in pvc foam 
available in 

30 different wood 
finishes

Battiscopa PVC is one of the new 
Progress Profiles products for floating 

floors in laminate wood. Made of 
PVC foam, with height of 70mm and 

depth of 16mm, the BATTISCOPA 
PVC can be combined with almost 30 
different shades of wood. The laying 

of the skirting board can be performed 
with gluing (acetic silicone-acrylic-

mastic) or with a simple structure fixed 
with screws, bolts or nails. The new 

Battiscopa PVC is strong, durable and 
cheap, easy to lay and suitable for any 
environment, both public and private.

www.progressprofiles.com

Thirteen different 
colours,

Querce Millenarie new collection speaks 
about oak and it beauty and strenght, 
about a holy tree which has been with 

humans through all their history.
With thirteen different colours, which 

take name from precious materials, this 
collection is a glance back to the origins 
in harmony with nature. So, gemstones 

like ruby and sapphire and metals like 
gold and platinum find expression in 

wood’s warmth and durability.
This elegant parquet is not just a 
floor, but a jewel which is able to 

magnify spaces and lights in every 
home. Natural effect polishing 

and handcrafted processing place 
our product in an high handcraft 

framework.
www.mardeganlegno.com
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